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The Weapons of Our Warfare 

Scripture reading: II Corinthians 1-5 

I want to give you a revelation that God has given to me.  Many of you know how we have walked through 

many dark places and have overcome many evil spirits. But what you do not know is that we had been 

trained by God step-by-step over these years on how to build a foundation in order to be able to stand in 

the storm.  I will explain it to you; I am going to share with you about “The Weapons of Our Warfare.”   

Every man who goes to war must be equipped with weaponry and he must be practiced in handling his 

weapons, or else he has no right in a war.  There are different types of weapons and there are different 

types of people who use the different types of weapons.  In war, you have men who fire the big guns; then, 

you have men who fire small guns and men who use explosives.  Each man has his particular department 

wherein he is an expert.  When you need explosives, you do not go fooling around putting explosives 

together.  You call in the group of men who are used to handling explosives.  We are talking about the 

Body of Christ.  You do not go to war without all the people and the equipment you need.  You do not go to 

war without the explosives men, without the gunners, without the bombardiers, without the airplanes and 

the pilots that fly the planes, without the ships.  All these are absolutely necessary in a war and no one 

man is going to handle all that equipment.  Therefore, God is calling a body of people together.  In order 

to survive and to overcome, this body of people must recognize one another.  When there is a situation 

where I need bombardment, I must call in the gunners, give them the coordinates of where to drop the 

shells, because that is where the enemy will be hurt the most.  I must know what kind of a battle it is and I 

must have a knowledge of my own capabilities.   

“For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but they are mighty....”  If these weapons are so mighty, 

why is it that so many of us are being chewed up by the enemy?  Why is it that so many of us are being 

knocked down, or hurt, or destroyed by the enemy?  Why is it that so many of us cannot see where we are 

now in time?  Why is it that so many of us cannot perceive the goodness of God and see what God is doing 

at this hour?  How come, if our weapons are so powerful, so many of us are going to miss it?   

OUR WEAPONS ARE ONLY POWERFUL WHEN WE BELIEVE IN THEM.  Yes!  You have to trust the 

man in the bomber to come and drop the bombs in the right places.  You have to trust the man who is 

firing the missiles over your head.  You have to trust him that he is going to fire over your head and hit the 

enemy.  You have to trust the other men.  Your life is in the hands of all the others and their lives are in 

your hands.   

(Excerpt from The Omega Message, January 1997, pg. 2-4) 

Thought for today: Let us trust our fellow soldiers and pray that they as well as us use the weapons of our 

warfare effectively. 


